There is a system (there is always a system!), and it is always pretty much reflective of the power structures that it is there to maintain and regulate. The system dictates how things are done; and therein lies the problem as, once the system exists, those who were not included in the first place have to gate-crash and attempt to force change from within and, as all revolutionaries know, working behind the lines is replete with hidden dangers! Which is why this book is so important. The United Nations (UN) is a peace organisation, or it was supposed to be. Its raison d'être is to prevent war and its Charter guarantees equality and dignity for all, but it needed the non-governmental organisation (NGO) gate-crashers of 2000 to force the Security Council to take women seriously in relation to international peace and security. Whatever we may think of the ultimate resolution adopted by the Council and those that have followed, the system's fortifications were breached and women are in! Optimists and many feminists use the word 'potential' a lot, but Security Council Resolution 1325 (SCR 1325) gave, and gives, astonishing potential for change and the collection of chapters in this book reminds us of the vitality of thought and approach that is needed if that potential is to be realised.
Most potently, SCR 1325 needs to be applied to peacekeeping and peacebuilding. Despite the best of intentions (one hopes), incorporating a gender perspective is done badly or not at all because we are still grafting a 'new' concept onto existing modalities which were not created with gender equality in mind; quite the contrary. We have seen, from Bosnia to Haiti and from the Democratic Republic of the Congo to Kosovo, the ways in which cultures of masculinity undermine SCR 1325 in the most basic of ways. We know too that attempts to address this undercutting -through monitoring processes, applying gendered indicators, introducing results-based assessment and, inevitably, lots of bureaucracy -have impeded meaningful consultations and real participation, and resulted in a failure to secure human rights from a gender perspective. We know too that the age-old (non)solution of just counting women, and saying things are better if there are more, is still alive and well. So, in many peacekeeping scenarios, instead of providing a transition which creates the space for serious analysis of the gendered political economy of violence and its continuum of human rights violations, we have the reverse. From the initial negotiation of the peace agreement and the agenda for reform in-country, to the regulation of the conduct of peacekeepers, SCR 1325 is still not being implemented. The gendered hierarchy of the militarised system of international peace and security is still firmly in place, which enables some men to talk about 'hard' security issues, including the regulation and supply of guns and the negotiation of borders, and excludes all women. The promise of Article 26 of the UN Charter -that disarmament and the regulation of the arms trade are integral to peace -continues to be ignored. Peacekeeping mandates fail to mention social and economic rights, which are the locus for transformation, as women's material conditions will either enable participation or prevent it. Added to this is the continued dominance of concern about sexual violence, which has the effect of turning women into victims instead of agents, and we can see just how far away feminist change still is.
All of these problems have solutions, and the sort of analysis contained in this collection is exactly what we need: take each part of the problem, analyse it and then put it back into the mix knowing what needs to be done. The solutions involve making connections between the different parts of the problem and the solutions we craft. We need to continually examine our tool-box of options and see where our forums for advocacy and redress lie and understand how to use them.
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